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The local ac magnetic response in Bi 2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8 crystals was measured using a microscopic
array of Hall sensors. The ac component of the local induction is found to attain negative values
in contradiction with the standard models that predict a positive in-phase variation of the induction with
the applied field. A model of ac response in the presence of a geometrical barrier is derived and is
shown to describe well the measured behavior. The dissipation peak and the onset of higher harmonics
at elevated temperatures are due to geometrical barrier and do not reflect a change in the bulk resistivity.
PACS numbers: 74.60.Ec, 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Jg, 74.72.Hs

havior is shown to be the result of the geometrical barrier
[20–25] that is not taken into account in the prevailing
models.
A high quality rectangular BSCCO crystal sTc  90 Kd
of 240 3 300 3 40 mm3 was attached directly to the surface of an array of eleven 10 3 10 mm2 Hall sensors
fabricated photolithographically using GaAsyAlGaAs heterostructure [26]. A dc magnetic field was applied using
a large bore superconducting magnet operated in constant
current mode, and the ac field was generated by a small
copper coil with Hdc k Hac k c axis of the crystal. The ac
component of the perpendicular local induction Bac at the
sample surface was measured by the sensors using lock-in
techniques as a function of Hdc and temperature. Hdc and
Hac were measured directly by additional Hall sensors residing outside the sample.
We consider a sample in a form of a long rectangular
strip of thickness d and width 2W along x in perpendicular
applied field Ha k z. In a platelet sample in the perpendicular field, the vortex potential has a minimum value in
the center of the sample and a significant potential barrier
close to the edges [20 –25]. This geometrical barrier (GB)
is absent in samples with elliptical or tapered cross sections
[27]. In platelet crystals in the absence of bulk pinning, at
Ha larger than the penetration field Hp , the vortices penetrate irreversibly over the GB and focus in the center of the
sample due to the Lorentz force of the Meissner current.
The resulting vortex droplet has a dome-shaped profile of
the local field Bz sxd as shown in Fig. 1. The field profile
is described by two parameters, the width of the droplet
2b and the width of the narrow edge region W 2 e where
vortices cut through the sample rims, resulting in [20]
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Measurement of ac magnetic susceptibility is one of
the most commonly used characterization tools for the
study of high-temperature superconductors (HTSC). A
wide range of superconducting properties is being inferred
from ac studies which include irreversibility line, resistivity, critical current, pinning mechanism, nonlinear response, vortex-lattice melting, etc. [1–10]. The standard
approach to the description of the ac response is based
on the perception that the ac magnetic field perturbation
inside the superconductor penetrates through the edges of
the sample and decays monotonically towards the center
with some characteristic length scale. For given amplitude and frequency of the applied ac field and sample geometry, the ac penetration depth is usually assumed to be
determined by either the linear resistivity, the nonlinear
resistivity, or the critical current [11–19]. The in-phase
local permeability m0  1 1 4px 0 , where x 0 is the local susceptibility, measures the shielding response which
is expected to be positive everywhere across the sample—
high close to the sample edges (poor shielding) and low in
the center (good shielding). The out-of-phase m00 or x 00
describe the energy dissipation in the sample. This dissipation is expected to have a sharp maximum as a function of temperature or applied dc field when the sample
resistivity or critical current are such that the ac penetration depth is comparable to the sample dimensions [14–
19]. In this paper we show experimentally that in striking
contrast to the above description in clean Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8
(BSCCO) crystals at elevated temperatures the local m0
obtains negative values and the peak in x 00 is unrelated to
the sample resistivity and critical current. This unique be-

at jxj , b and jxj . e, whereas Bz sxd  0 in the vortexfree region at b # jxj # e. The corresponding applied
field is
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with resulting global magnetization per unit volume of
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On increasing dc field Hdc $ Hp the parameter e . W 2
dy2, and the droplet expands with the field according to
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FIG. 1. The theoretical dome-shaped field profile Bz sxd of the
vortex droplet in the center of the sample at extreme values of
the applied field.

Eq. (2) as additional vortices penetrate. On decreasing
field, however, the droplet is extended to the edges and
its half-width b . W 2 dy2 is constant as vortices leave
the sample. As a result, the GB gives rise to a hysteretic dc
magnetization loop as shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding experimental local magnetization loop Bdc 2 Hdc in
BSCCO at T  80 K, as measured by the Hall sensors in
the central region of the crystal, is shown in the inset.
We now derive the ac response in the presence of GB.
Let us consider application of a small ac field of amplitude Hac at some given value of dc field on the ascending branch such as point 1 in Fig. 2. The number of
vortices in the droplet is determined by the peak value of
the field Hmax  Hdc 1 Hac . As the instantaneous applied ac field decreases, the central vortices cannot leave
the sample since they are trapped by the Meissner current
that continues to circulate in the same direction. The magnitude of the current decreases, and the droplet broadens
out, maintaining the total number of trapped vortices constant (Fig. 1). The parameters b and e are determined

FIG. 2. The theoretical global dc magnetization loop (solid)
and several ac trajectories (dashed) due to geometrical barrier
(dyW  0.2, Hac  0.17Hp ). Maximum ac dissipation occurs
at point 4. Inset: experimental local magnetization loop Bdc 2
Hdc in the central region of BSCCO crystal at T  80 K.
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by the instantaneous Ha through Eq. (2) Rand by the reb
quirement of a constant trapped flux F  2b Bz sxddx 
const 3 sHmax d. The resulting trajectory of the global ac
magnetization is shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed curve. Locally, however, a unique situation occurs.
Figure 1 shows the field distribution in the central
region at the extreme values of the applied field Hmax and
Hmin  Hdc 2 Hac . We define the local permeability
00 dyH , where B0 sxd
msxd  m0 2 im00  sB0ac 2 iBac
ac
ac
00
and Bac sxd are the amplitudes of the in-phase and outof-phase ac components of the local field Bz sxd. In the
sample center, Bz sxd increases with Ha , and hence the local permeability is positive. However, close to the droplet
edges, Bz sxd decreases with increasing instantaneous
0
Ha , and hence Bac
sxd is in antiphase with Hac resulting
0
in negative local m0 and Bac
. Such a negative B0ac is
in striking contrast to all the common ac susceptibility
0
everywhere in
models [11 –19] that predict a positive Bac
the bulk of the sample. The main source of the discrepancy is that in the standard models vortices penetrate and
leave the sample during the cycle of the ac field. In our
case, however, the GB enforces an invariant number of
vortices inside the sample. Therefore the vortex droplet
undergoes only compressional deformations that result in
positive m0 in the center and negative m0 closer to the
edges. Note that the global m0 of the entire sample is
always positive, and such a unique negative response can
be observed only by use of local measurements.
Figures 3(a) and 4 show, respectively, the calculated
0 at T  77.5 K as a function of H
and experimental Bac
dc
0
at several locations. At x  0 a positive Bac
appears with
the formation of the vortex droplet at Hdc  Hp 2 Hac .
Away from the center, however, B0ac  0 as long as

00
FIG. 3. Calculated (a) B0ac and (b) Bac
at three locations as a
0
function of Hdc . Negative Bac appears in the vicinity of Hp
for xyW . 0. The dissipation sets in at Hpo accompanied by
a kink in B0ac . B0ac is hysteretic at Hdc , Hpo (shown only for
0
00
is largest at x  0 and Bac
is largest close to the
x  0). Bac
edges.
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FIG. 4. B0ac at four locations across BSCCO crystal as a
function of increasing Hdc showing the negative B0ac above the
penetration field. The hysteretic behavior below Hpo is shown
at x  0. T  77.5 K, Hac  5 G rms, and f  37 Hz.

the size of the droplet is small. As Hdc increases the
droplet edge b reaches the observation point x, resulting
in negative B0ac that gradually turns positive with the
further increase of Hdc . The negative B0ac occurs at
progressively higher Hdc at larger xyW. Furthermore,
Figs. 3(a), 4, and 5(a) clearly demonstrate that B0ac sxd has
a maximum value at x  0. This result is an additional
significant contradiction to the standard models which
predict minimum B0ac (maximum screening) in the center
[11 –19]. Our model describes strictly a 2D sample that
results in an infinite slope of Bz sxd at the droplet edges in
Fig. 1 and, hence, a very steep onset of negative B0ac in
Fig. 3(a). In reality Bz sxd varies smoothly on the range
on the order of the sample thickness resulting in a smooth
B0ac as observed in Fig. 4. The small positive upturn of
B0ac at Hdc , Hp is an artifact due to finite separation
between the sample and active layer of the sensors.

00
FIG. 5. (a) B0ac and (b) Bac
on increasing Hdc at T  80 K,
Hac  1.5 G rms, and f  37 Hz at three locations. The
dissipation peak due to the collapse of geometrical barrier sets
00
in at Hpo . The finite Bac
below Hpo is due to small viscous
dissipation within the vortex droplet.
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Another interesting observation is the hysteresis in local
B0ac as a function of Hdc at low fields as shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 4. This hysteresis is another characteristic
feature of the GB that is not obtained in other models.
On the decreasing branch of the dc magnetization loop
the vortex droplet extends to the sample edges [20,24].
The deformation of the dome by Hac results in negative
B0ac only close to the sample edges, whereas the rest of the
0
sample displays a positive Bac
that is larger on decreasing
Hdc than on increasing field. This local hysteresis is
clearly shown both theoretically and experimentally in
Figs. 3(a) and 4, respectively (presented only for x  0
for clarity). Note that in global measurements, on the
other hand, the total x 0 displays almost no hysteresis since
trajectories 1 and 2 in Fig. 2 have very similar slopes.
We now turn to the discussion of the dissipation
peak. At low Hdc the ac trajectories such as 1 and 2
in Fig. 2 are fully reversible with no dissipation, and
B00ac  0 as shown in Fig. 3(b). In fact, the displacement
of vortices inside the droplet (Fig. 1) and within the
edge region should cause some dissipation due to finite
vortex viscosity as observed experimentally in Fig. 5(b)
sT  80 Kd by finite values of B00ac at Hdc , Hpo . This
dissipation may become significant at high frequencies,
but it is small at lower frequencies, and is ignored in
our calculations. As Hdc increases, the width of the
dc magnetization loop decreases, and at some point the
amplitude of Hac becomes sufficient to bridge between
the ascending and descending branches of the dc loop
as shown by trajectory 3 in Fig. 2. We denote the dc
field at this point as the pinch-off field Hpo . At Hdc .
Hpo the ac magnetization trajectory becomes hysteretic,
and as a result dissipation sets in. The dissipation is
proportional to the area encircled by the ac trajectory
which reaches a sharp maximum at point 4. At higher
field the dissipation decreases again as the magnetization
loop shrinks (point 5). The corresponding theoretical and
experimental behaviors of the local Bac in Figs. 3 and 5
show a remarkable agreement, especially in view of the
simplicity of the theoretical model. Three distinct features
00
, kink in B0ac ,
are predicted at Hpo : sharp onset of Bac
0
and hysteretic Bac at Hdc , Hpo . All these features are
clearly resolved experimentally in Figs. 4 and 5. Also,
0
sxd is largest at
as mentioned above, the experimental Bac
00
x  0, and Bac sxd is highest close to the edges in accord
with the model. In addition, the dissipation peaks are
asymmetric with a slower falloff at the high-field side. An
important conclusion of these results concerns the origin
of the dissipation peak. This peak is normally attributed
to bulk vortex properties such as the onset of critical
current, phase transition in vortex pinning mechanism, or
a sharp decrease in flux flow or flux creep resistivity [14 –
19]. In contrast, our analysis of the ac response [Eqs. (1)–
(3)] does not include any parameters related to these
vortex properties, and therefore the observed dissipation
peak in BSCCO crystals at elevated temperatures is
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completely unrelated to the resistivity behavior [23]. The
peak is due entirely to GB. At Hdc , Hpo the GB screens
Hac very efficiently, and the number of vortices in the
bulk is constant. At Hdc . Hpo the barrier “collapses,”
and vortices enter and exit the sample irreversibly during
the ac cycle. Vortices enter at high potential energy and
exit at a lower potential, resulting in energy dissipation
due to work carried out by the external field. This
dissipation is independent of the flux flow resistivity and
is governed only by the properties of the GB.
Several additional significant features to be noted are
the following: (i) At Hdc . Hpo the hysteretic ac
trajectories result in anharmonic x, causing a sharp onset
of higher harmonics in the ac response. This nonlinear
behavior is again the result of GB and does not reflect any
change in bulk vortex properties [3,9]. (ii) The position
of Hpo and of the dissipation peak is sensitive to the
amplitude of the ac field, and it shifts to lower fields
with increasing ac amplitude. (iii) The above description
can be readily applied to the temperature dependence of
the ac response by introducing Hc1 sT d in Eqs. (1)–(3)
with Bac sT d behaving similarly to the described Bac sHdc d.
(iv) Our treatment applies also to the case of BeanLivingston surface barriers [28] in platelet geometry in
which case Hc1 has to be replaced by a characteristic field
Hs . The surface barrier was pointed out as a source of ac
losses and irreversibility previously [10,13,23,27,29]. The
main difference between the two barriers is that a strong
thermal relaxation over the surface barrier is expected [30]
that results in a frequency dependent ac response. In pure
GB the response is frequency independent. (v) Finally, at
lower temperatures sT & 40 Kd significant bulk pinning
in BSCCO crystals is present [31] which requires the
advance of a more general analysis that combines the bulk
and surface effects in flat geometries.
In conclusion, the local ac response in the presence of
geometrical and surface barriers has very distinct features
that are not readily resolved by global susceptibility
measurements. In clean BSCCO crystals at elevated
temperatures, B0ac has a maximum value in the center of
the sample and may attain negative values closer to the
edges, in contrast to the critical state and the flux-creep
or flux-flow models. The dissipation peak and the onset
of higher harmonics at characteristic field or temperature
indicate the collapse of the barrier rather than a phase
transition or a change in the bulk vortex properties.
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